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Fwd: FW: San Bruno Districting - New submission from Communities of Interest
Worksheet 

From: info@districtingsanbruno.org <info@districtingsanbruno.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:59 PM 
To: districting <districting@sanbruno.ca.gov> 
Subject: San Bruno Districting - New submission from Communities of Interest Worksheet 

Name     
         Charles Meyer   
Email    
              
Are you a resident of the City of San Bruno?     
         Yes     
What is the nature of the common social or economic interest of your community?          
         My nature of interest lies with San Bruno as a whole, specifically functional/infrastructural issues which affect
different areas of our city to different degrees. My goal is for San Bruno to upgrade/renew infrastructure were needed the
most. ie: Flooding on the low lying areas to the east of El Camino Real, making sure our sanitary and storm sewerage
systems are of such condition of repair, age, and capacity to meet current needs including an eye toward future needs, as
budgets allow. 

I also believe San Bruno has a unique opportunity to move the communication ability within our community to a new,
future looking level, by installing fiber optic cable to each household, and business. This will allow information to flow
around our fine city with the speed, capacity, and resilience needed for our future.       
Where is your community located?         
         My community is the Crestmoor nieghborhood, and we are in pretty good shape. I would like to see the more
physically needy areas of my city improved first.     
What are the geographic definers/boundaries of your neighborhood?        
         We are pretty much Sneath Lane, Hwy 280 (or El Camino Real), Skyline Blvd, and Crystal Springs Road.    
What is the rationale for your community of interest to be used in the district formation process?       
         My rational for my map submission is that our city is represented according to geographical lines. I believe this is
easier for people to understand, minimizes special interest "Gerry Manders", and levels the playing field for our elected
representatives. We don't want our districting to pit one demographic against another. Where a geographical area has
more, or more concentrated population, then that area will need a larger share of city resources. This is especially true
where items like parking, traffic, infrastructure, and policing are concerned. 
My Community of Interest is SAN BRUNO, and how we conduct ourselves to set a positive example for similar
communities.   

Melanie Moore

Melanie Moore



Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 6:44 PM 
To: Vicky Hasha <VHasha@sanbruno.ca.gov>; Melissa Thurman <MThurman@sanbruno.ca.gov> 
Subject: Districting maps

 

I wasn't able to figure out the software.  I wanted to propose a community based on the transit corridor.  Someone just suggested to me that I
send you a screenshot. Here it is - I hope it isn't too late.  I didn't have time to go back and figure out the population numbers again, but when I
tried before it came out ok.
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